ROCKET FUEL DSP
OPTIMAL OUTCOMES FOR A NEW BREED OF MARKETERS

WORK WITH ROCKET FUEL DSP TO:
• Carry out high-performing digital advertising throughout the marketing funnel and across all channels
• Make optimal use of both customer and third-party data
• Leverage an unlimited number of testable messaging variants
• Learn about which audiences and environments work best for your objectives

MOMENT SCORING™
Find the absolute best impressions to suit your objectives, with models that continuously learn and improve to deliver optimal results. Moment Scoring outperforms the crowd throughout the marketing funnel, for all digital advertising channels.

DATA INTEGRATION
Tap into the maximum value of your data by assimilating customer knowledge into campaign initiatives. Discover the audiences, signals, and patterns that matter—quickly and efficiently. It’s a new way to win with customer data, driven by real-time testing and observation.

TOOLS
Insights translates machine learning into clear, actionable reports. Discover which attributes are predictive of success, across audiences, environments and messages.

Campaign trafficking and management are made easy by low-touch workflows that leave the heavy lifting to artificial intelligence.

THE VIEW FROM ABOVE
Rocket Fuel’s Moment Scoring observes relationships between desired outcomes—be they purchases, site engagements, downloads, signups, audience composition, brand lift, or anything else measurable—and signals from millions of data features. As it breaks through the noise to identify the meaningful patterns, Rocket Fuel scores every impression for its propensity to influence the consumer, while also forecasting valuable future opportunities.
Rocket Fuel combines the science of artificial intelligence with the scale of big data to improve the effectiveness of programmatic marketing. Rocket Fuel operates in more than 20 offices worldwide and trades on the NASDAQ Global Select Market under the ticker symbol “FUEL.” For more information, please visit www.rocketfuel.com or call 1-888-717-8873.

**TOOLS FOR SUCCESS**

- Detailed, customizable views
- Campaign-management controls that leave your involvement level up to you
- Full export functionality, plus weekly campaign-update emails in your inbox

**ROCKET FUEL BY THE NUMBERS**

- **500,000+** impressions evaluated each second
- **1.28 QUADRILLION** decisions per day
- **2.7 BILLION** unique profiles in data store
- **115** real-time-bidded supply partners
- **39.36%** traffic pre-filtered for brand safety